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ABSTRACT
A new hom for high displacement amplification has been designed and tested.
profil e of the hom is a cubic Bezier curve.

The

The design of the hom is based on an optimization

procedure where the profile of the hom is optimized via the parameters of a cubic Bezier curve
to meet the requirement of displacement amplification.

Finite element analyses are carried out

to obtain accurate modal frequenc y and displacement solutions for the proposed hom . A hom
prototype has been fabricated.

Based on the finite element analyses , maximum Mises stress of

the proposed hom is much lower than that of the catenoidal hom .

Experimental result s of the

harmon ic response of the fabricated hom confirm the effectiveness of the design method.

The

experimental results show that the Bezier hom has the displacement amplification 50% larger
than the catenoidal hom.

The proposed hom may be more suitable than the classical stepped

and cateno idal horns in application where high displacement amplification and low stress
conc entration are requ ired.
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for design purpose.

1. INTRODUCTION

In parametric form each coordinate

of a point on a curve is represented as a function of a

Ultrasonic horns have been widely used in

single parameter [20]. Therefore , it has more potential

atomizers [I], ophthalmic surgery [2], welding devices

to find higher displacement amplification while keeping

[3], wire bonding [4,5], ultrasonic motor [6], ultrasonic

the stress in the horns low.

lubrication [7] and ultrasonic bistoury [8].

Different

curve has more freedom to define the hom profile, it is a

profiles such as Gaussian [9], Fourier, exponential [10],

more difficult problem to optimize the performance of

stepped [11,12], sinusoidal [13], conical, catenoidal [14]

the hom.

and spline [15], have been proposed and investigated by

to study and analyze behaviors of horns [18,21]. Using

many researchers.

FEM, detailed stress and displacement distributions can

Salmon [16] synthesized a new

Because the parametric

Finite element method (FEM) has been used

family of horns in which the exponential hom is a

be obtained.

centrally located member.

piezoelectric transducer with a stepped horn

In comparing with the

Fu et al. [22] discussed the design of a
Via

traditional horns, new horns with non-straight structures

multiobjective optimization.

may offer higher displacement amplification.

optimization problem using Pareto-based multiobjective

Sherrit et

They formulated the

al. [17] presented a folded hom in order to reduce the

genetic algorithms [22].

length of the resonator.

conflicting design objectives, the genetic algorithms

Iula et al. [18] proposed an

ultrasonic hom vibrating in a flexural mode.
Conical,

exponential, catenoidal,

capable of finding multiple optimal solutions in a single

stepped and

Gaussian are the most commonly used horns [19].
Abromov

[19] points

out that the

In order to design horns with

displacement

optimization run may be used.
In this investigation, design and analysis of a new
hom for high displacement amplification are presented.

amplification of catenoidal horns is greater than that of

The design is based on a cubic Bezier curve.

exponential or conical ones and less than that of stepped

optimal designs of the horns are sought by a

horns.

multiobjective optimization algorithm.

Gaussian horns may possess high displacement

The

Prototypes of

amplification, but numerical methods might be needed

horns are fabricated and tested.

for the design of Gaussian horns.

results are in good agreement with those based on the

Development of new

horns is needed in application where very high
displacement

amplification

and

simple

The experimental

optimization design procedure.

transducer

structure are required.
Parametric curve based geometry is flexible enough
to give a much better control over the profile of horns

2. DESIGN
Fig. 1 schematically shows a hom driven by a
Langevin transducer.

A cylindrical coordinate system

Design and Analysis of a Bezier-Profile Horn

is also shown in the figure . The hom is a displacement

respectively.

amplifier designed to work in a longitudinal mode.

given by [20]

The
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The parametric cubic Bezier curve is

Langevin transducer is composed of a couple of
piezoelectric disks poled along z direction but with
opposite polarities .

Its two steel cylinders have radius

identical to that of the disks.

P(I) =

[(I-I)'

31(1 -1)'

31'(1 -1)

I')

The flange allows the

l~~j

0 <1 <1

mounting of the Langev in transducer at the longitudinal
(I)

nodes. The hom is actuated by the transducer at the
designated frequency.

where t is the parameter, and PQ; is the position

The nearly uniformly distributed

displacement of the Langevin transducer is transformed
into a longitudinal deformation of the hom.

vector of the point Qi '

A typical

displacement distribution curve in also shown in the
figure.

r

By proper design of the hom structure, the

~

longitudinal mode of vibration of the hom can be excited,

Design space

)I'

, 00

------- - --------------------1

and a large displacement amplification can be obtained.

I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

------------------------- " ~~'

I
I

Displacement distribution

/

I
I
I

-

'-

--

' -r-- ' I

'

_ _ _ _ _ _ -1.
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

o
Fig. 2.

L

z

A profile of a Bezier hom and its four control

1

points Qo, QI ' Qz and Q3'

The length

and radius of the hom are denoted as Land R"

Horn
Langevin transducer

respectively.

Flange (lo ngi t udal node)

Fig. 1. Schematic of a hom and a Langevin transducer.

The profile of the hom is optimized by allowing
points

The design of the hom for high displacement

Ql

and Qz to move

III

the design space

enclosed by the dashed rectangle in Fig. 2.

The

magnification is based on an optimization procedure

positions of the points Qo and Q3 are fixed by the

where the profil e of the hom is optimized via the

specified radius of the back and front end of the hom ,

parameters of a cubic Bezier curve to meet the

R, and R z , respectively, and the length of the hom ,

requirement of displacement amplification.

L.

The cubic

The hom is assumed to be axisymmetric .

An

Bezier curve is determined by a four-point Bezier

optimization procedure is developed and outlined in Fig.

polygon QOQIQZQ3 as shown in Fig. 2.

3. The nondominated sorting genetic algorithm [23] is

As described

by Rogers and Adams [20], the first and last points, Qo

applied to the optimization of the hom profile.

and Q3' respectively, on the curve are coincident with

algorithm

the first and last points of the defining polygon.

multiobjective problems .

The

IS

suitable

tangent vectors at the ends of the curve have the same

binary

directions

comparison operator [23].

as

the

first and

last polygon

spans,

tournament

for

solving

The

constrained

The genetic algorithm uses a

selection

and

the

crowded-

In the binary tournament
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selection process, two individuals are selected at random

diameters D1 and D z of the back and front ends,

and their fitness is compared.

respectively.

The individual with

better fitness is selected as a parent.

The crowded-

A cylindrical coordinate system is also

shown in the figure. Due to symmetry, an axisymmetric

comparison operator guides the selection process at the

model of the hom is considered.

various stages of the algorithm toward a uniformly

mesh for an axisymmetric finite element model.

spread-out Pareto-optimal front [23].

displacement in the r direction of the symmetry axis,

In the optimization process as shown in Fig. 3,

the z axis, is constrained.

Fig. 4(b) shows a
The

A harmonic displacement

initially, the working frequency

f and the geometry

in the z direction is applied to the nodes at the back

parameters

are specified.

end surface of the hom.

R1

Rz

,

and

L

The

objective functions of the optimization problem are
Min

f - fo

Max

M= uQ,
uQo

In this investigation, the material of the hom is
assumed to be linearly elastic.
(2)

The Young's modulus

and Poisson's ratio are taken as 210 OPa and 0.3,
respectively.

The density is taken as 7800 Kg/m 3

.

The commercial finite element program ANSYS is
where fo is the first longitudinal modal frequency
of the population of each generation of the hom.

M

employed to perform the computations.

8-node

quadratic element PLANE82 is used to model the hom.

is the amplification of the displacement defined by the
ratio of the longitudinal displacement at the front end to
that of the back

end of the hom.

The fast

Given working frequency f,
Rl,~,L

nondominated sorting approach [23] is used to solve the
two-objective optimization problem.

In the sorting

procedure, the concept of Pareto dominance [24] is
utilized to evaluate fitness or assigning
probability to solutions.

selection

The population is classified

into non-dominated fronts based on its rank in the

Creating initial population
of Sezier curves for
horn profile

population, not its actual objective function values.
The proposed hom is designed to have the same
working frequency as the Langevin transducer.

Due to

the geometry complexity, the modal frequency fo and
the displacement amplification M

of the Bezier hom

cannot be calculated analytically.

Finite element

analysis by a commercial software ANSYS is utilized to
obtain fo and M

Objective functions
Min(f-fol
Max(M)

of the hom.

Nondominated sorting
genetic algorithm

No
i = N ;>---------------'

3. ANALYSIS
3.1 Finite element model
In order to obtain accurate modal frequency and
displacement solutions for the proposed hom, finite
element analyses are carried out.

Fig. 4(a) shows a

schematic of the hom with the length L

and the

Position of two moving
control points 01 2

,°

Fig. 3.

Flowchart of the optimization procedure.
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The working frequency of the Langevin

transducer is a known and fixed parameter.

The Bezier

hom is designed to have its first modal frequency equal
to the working frequency of the transducer.

L

z

Therefore,

we only consider the hom in the optimization process.

(a)

Indeed, the modal frequency of the structure including
transducer, flange and the hom should be different from
that of the hom alone .

concentrate on the design of the new hom.

(b)

Fig. 4.

In this investigation, we

(a) Schematic of the hom with the length L
and the diameters D1 and D2 of the back
and front ends, respectively.

In order to

obtain better performance of the hom, its working
frequency should be taken as the modal frequency of the
whole structure including its driving unit and the flange.

(b) A mesh for

A modal analysis of each population is performed

an axisymmetric finite element model.
III

order to find its first modal frequency

fo

and

displacement amplification M . The harmonic response
during the optimization process shows that the front end
-3 r-----.---~----~----.---~-_,

::;:
c -4

.2

~

~

m
C

-5

*•
.:,,,,

-+- the 40

th

~ ...... "'"

-6

'

~ -7

The displacement amplification is determined by the

generation

ratio of the displacement peaks of the harmonic response.
'

Fig. 5 shows the distribution of the population of several

"
,

~

~ ~

,

generations in the optimization process.

\

a.
so

' ,

B ~ ",

.i.,.

-.......:.::

fI

I'

... ~

-11 .........

"

, ·0

represents the difference between f

~

'

Optimum'
individual -10

-12

of the hom has its maximum displacement at 27.9 kHz.

- .. - the 10th generation
. - . - . the zo" generation

J.. , • ... .

II

_,- ,- '"1 ..-»..-._'-'-'.«"

.- -

ordinate represents

The

the displacement amplification.

The displacement amplification is increased dramatically

......
25

05

3

35

after 40 generations.

As also shown in Fig. 5, the

difference between f
Fig. 5.

and fo.

....

L _ _-'--_---'--_ _-'--_---'--_ _-'--_---'--_---.J

0

The abscissa

and

fo

of the best of the

Distribution of the population of several

population in each generation is nearly zero.

Fig . 6(a)

generations in the optimization process.

shows the profile of an optimized Bezier hom.

The

position of its control points are also shown in the figure .
In order to compare the performances of the

3.2 Numerical analysis
In the

proposed hom with classical horns , a catenoidal hom

optimization process, the

number of

generations, N, is set to be 40 , and the population of
each generation is taken as 20.

The length L and the

and a stepped hom are also modeled.

The stepped hom

has the largest displacement amplification among the
commonly used horns .

However, its high stress

diameters D 1 and D 2 of the back and front end of the

occurring near the abruptly changing section is not

hom are specified as 93 mm, 20 mm and 5 mm ,

favored .

respectively.
27.9 kHz.

The working frequency

f

is set to be

In the experiments, the fabricated hom is

The catenoidal hom has smaller displacement

amplification and a smoother stress distribution than the
stepped hom.

The new hom discussed in this paper

The available

may have larger displacement amplification than the

commercial Langevin transducer is purchased from a

catenoidal hom, and lower stress concentration than the

driven by a Langevin transducer.
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stepped hom.

Here, the stepped, catenoidal and Bezier

r(cm)
•

horns are selected based on the criteria of displacement

1 ....- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
'.
'.....

0.

amplification and Mises stress.
For fair comparison, the catenoidal hom has the

04

the proposed hom.

02

The working frequency of the

- - - Stepped horn

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
"',1 ...

os

same back and front end radiuses and length as those of

Control points

-Bezlerhorn
. - , - . catenclcarhom

I
I

•

catenoidal hom obtained by a finite element analysis is
(aJ

The back and front end radiuses of the

28.3 kHz.

-.... -..

stepped hom are the same as those of the proposed hom.

aezter hcm
Catertoloat horn
Stepped hom

,

·2

In order to have the same working frequency of 27.9

\

-4

\
\

kHz as the proposed hom, the length of the stepped hom

.\

·6

\
\

-e

can be calculated analytically by assuming the length of

\
\
\

-10

wavelength of the material.

\

·12

The calculated length of

the stepped hom is 91 mm.

\
\

its both sections equal to a quarter of the ultrasonic

\

,

-14

,,

-16 L..._ _:':-_---,'-,----_-:':-_--:':-_~
02
0.4
0.6
0

0.

The profiles of the

Normalized length

(b)

catenoidal and stepped horns are also shown in Fig. 6(a).
Fig. 6(b) is a plot of the normalized displacements
along the normalized length of the horns based on finite
element

computations.

The

displacements

are

Fig. 6. (a) Profiles of the Bezier, catenoidal and stepped
horns. The control points of the Bezier hom are
also shown. (b) Normalized displacements along
the normalized length of the horns.

normalized by the displacement at the back end of the
horns.

Therefore, the normalized displacement at the

Table 1. Comparison of the three types of the horns

normalized length of I represents the displacement
amplification.

displacement amplification among the three types of the
horns.

The displacement amplification of the Bezier

hom is nearly twice of that of the catenoidal hom.

Fig.

Length

R 12 ; R 22

The stepped hom has the largest

(jmax

M
(mm)

(MPa)

Catenoidal

4

93

5.9

76.5

Stepped

4

91

15.7

497

Bezier

4

93

10.5

32.4

7 shows the Mises stress along the normalized length of
the horns based on the finite element computations.

,," , ,
,, ',,,
,

For the stepped hom, high stress occurs near the abruptly
changing section.

450

Stress concentration of the Bezier

400

hom is significantly less than the other two types of
horns.

The lower Mises stress of the proposed hom can

be attributed to its bell-shaped profile.
the displacement amplification

M

The values of
and maximum

350

- - - Stepped horn
,- -, Catenoidal horn

- - Bezier horn

<if

I

Q.

5
~

e

ii5

300

\

\
\

'-

I

200

\
\

,
I

\
\

I

\

I

50

highest displacement amplification, its high stress

--02

Fig. 7.

\

I

100

listed in Table 1. Although the stepped hom gives the

failure.

\

I

I

concentration at the step discontinuity makes it prone to

\

I

250

150

Mises stress a max of the three types of the horns are

\

..,---_.

/

\

-,-,-,_.-

\
-,~

........

",,",-

\
\

~,,,,,\

0.8

Mises stress along the normalized length of the
Bezier, catenoidal and stepped horns
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4. FABRICATION, XPERIMENTS,
AND DISCUSSIONS
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
hom, prototypes of a Bezier hom and a catenoidal hom
are fabricated by a numerical control machining from a
Dimensions of the prototypes are based

stainless steel.

Fig. 8 is a photo of the

on the finite element analyses.
fabricated horns.

The horns are driven by the Langevin

transducer. Fig. 9 is a schematic of the experimental

Fig. 8.

Fabricated prototypes of the Bezier, and

apparatus for measurement of the displacement/vibration

catenoidal horns.

of the horns.

also shown.

The horns are mounted on an optical table.

A Langevin transducer is

AC voltages are applied to the Langevin transducer by
an electronic circuit that works like a nearly ideal
The vibration amplitude of the horns is

voltage source.

measured by a fiber optic displacement/vibration sensor
(MTI-2000, MTI Instruments Inc., US).
probe

is

held

by

a

micro

The sensor

manipulator.

The

measurement is recorded and analyzed by a data
acquisition unit (PCI-5114, National Instruments Co.,
US).
Fig. 10 shows the measured vibration amplitude of
the Bezier hom and the catenoidal hom as functions of
Voltagesource

the applied voltage at 27.9 kHz and 28.3 kHz,
respectively.

Three measurements are taken for each

driving voltage.

Schematic of the experimental apparatus.

The vibration amplitudes of both

horns increase as the driving voltage increases.
average

Fig. 9.

displacement

of

the

Bezier

hom

The
is

approximately 50% greater than that of the catenoidal
hom

for the driving voltages

considered.

The

45

simulation results listed in Table 1 shows that the Bezier

40

hom has the displacement amplification 78% larger than

35

the catenoidal hom while the experiment shows a nearly

30

50% of improvement.

This discrepancy may come

25

from the fact that a thread section is added to the horns

20

as the connection part to the Langevin transducer and

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

80

Voltage (V)

that has not been taken into account in the analyses.
The manufacturing error and the misalignment due to
assembly process may also contribute to the discrepancy.

Fig. 10. Measured vibration amplitude of the Bezier and
catenoidal horns as functions of the driving
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5. CONCLUSIONS

transducers

for

welding

IEEE

devices,"

Transactions on Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics and
A new hom with high displacement amplification is
proposed.

The profile of the hom is a cubic Bezier

Frequency Control, Vol. 48, pp. 1632-1639 (2001) .
4.

curve. Its design procedure is based on a multiobjective

"Dynamics of an ultrasonic transducer used for wire

optimization algorithm and finite element analyses.

bonding,"

Based on the finite element analyses, maximum Mises

Prototypes of the hom have been

5.

horns

optimization

validates
design

the

effectiveness

method.

The

Ultrasonics,

Parrini, L., "New technology for the design of

applications," Ultrasonics, Vol. 41, pp. 261-269

of the

displacement

on

advanced ultrasonic transducers for high-power

working frequency between the designed and fabricated
Bezier

Transactions

1453-1460 (1998).

Experimental comparison of the

fabricated and tested.

IEEE

Ferroelectrics and Frequency Control, Vol. 45, pp.

stress of the proposed hom is much lower than that of
the catenoidal hom.

Or, S.W., Chan, H.L.W., Lo, V.c. and Yuen, C.W. ,

(2003).
6.

amplification of the proposed hom is 50% higher than

Hu, 1., Nakamura, K. and Ueha, S., "An analysis of
a noncontact ultrasonic motor with an ultrasonically

that of the traditional catenoida1 hom with the same

levitated rotor," Ultrasonics, Vol. 35, pp. 459-467

length and end surface diameters.

(1997).
7.
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